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HOME.
Mme. Patti is to return to England on the “ City of
coming summer.
Paris,” sailing May 17th.
THEiJplinoia Music Teachers’ Association meets at
Quincy, June 28th-30th.
TWO NEW BO
D’ Albert plays only in the larger cities this season,
in a limited number of concerts.
The Damroach Orchestra gave a Rossini centennial
programme in Music Hall Feburary 28th.
Be Paohmaw fads nailed for Europe. He is to give
t
e i if recital n Eng i 1 r assia, Gt
any, •
•

George W. Chadwice is to compose original music
for the Dedicatory Ode of the Columbian Exposition.
Rich abb Burmbister played the A major concerto of
Liszt at the Boston Symphony Orchestra concert
recently.
John EL Paine is writing the March- for the dedication
of the Columbian Exposition, which takes place next
October.
Edward Baxter Perry filled forty concert dates in
the South and is now on a seven-weeks tour in the
Middle States.
The Ohio State Music Teachers’ Association is to be
held st Cleveland, the Monday and Tuesday previous to
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of man is his ability to create something; all his knowl¬
edge should be utilized to_that end. Therefore it is
better to cultivate the power of thinking than to crowd
the piind with incongruous facts. A good memory is
desirable, but it will not alone suffice in the ever-shifting
tactics of life’s battle.
Beware of one-sidedneas and hasty judgments. Un¬
less you want to acquire an imitative style, study all
styles of music with equal fervor: Reserve your opinion
of a new composer. Geniuses are easily misunderstood.
It matters not how intelligent you may be, you will
always find it easier to inventory your knowledge than
to fathom your ignorance. The presenoe in the mind of
feebly apprehended facts, or at times even the total
absence of facts, seldom keeps some critics from ex¬
pressing their views. Starting from false premises they
naturally arrive at absurd conclusions. In the domain
of music, where facts are complex, and where individual
feeling must enter largely, one may often reason foolishly.
And musicians, more than other men, need the practice
of logical thinking. If many would say, “ I do not like
this,” instead of ‘‘This is bad,” their conclusion would
e oq
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valuable.

Avoid exclusiveness in-art. It is no better than fa¬
naticism in religion, and it may become as great an
obstacle to the development of the art of a nation as
exclusive patriotism is to the development of civilization.
If you are long absorbed by one particular style, your
mind becomes trammeled by its characteristics. It
might .be preferable to dihdain ail traditions. ' Marked
success is often achieved by a disregard for convention
alitiea—one of the traits of genius. And although
geniuses may be lawless, the world pardons them, yea,
loves them, notwithstanding this fault. Learn to appre¬
ciate justly all schools and systems while you avoid
cringing imitation.
As( teachers, you must be ablfT'to analyze before the
pupils the things you wish them to do. You must com¬
municate your intentions in the clearest and most concise
words. You should give a reason for each advice. If

!!

and perplexing. Things which
seem like calamities often are b
discouragement is not a bad si
dissatisfied with your progress
omniscient. In the first case,
coward, you will be spurred on
on the other hand, you will, thr
yourself even from learning th
ignorant.
In conclusion let me say: Yo
and tortuous road if you wi
musicians. Remember, howe
never done in vain, and tha
genius. The gifted student o
fortunate brother succeeds t
Have faith in your own self,
tience, perseverance, and hope
your standard.

At a late meeting of the Phi
Association, a very interesting
to the means,' and the exten
adopted, to render pupils m
both the different relations
other), and the various pulsat
of measures.
While direction and the te
ordinary succession, were adv
meet together, the question w
vate teachers is, how far this
the usual weekly or semi-week
I have found from my o
majority of even young stude
their perception in both direct
the attempt, after a very few
by striking a common chord

says:
“When the great question of life is decided,
unnumbered perplexities are., obviated, manifold real
dan - rs j >k id
oubtf c m au ed and
ictory veil nigh assured
When.without a
settled purpose, or with his mind only half made up, he
acts feebly at best. He has no definite purpose, and is
not careful in the employment of means or in the selec¬
tion of methods. Impulse sways him hither and thither,
and vacillation marks his course'and mars his work.
Persistence is impossible because conviction is lacking.
Nothing noble or grand can be achieved without con¬
centration of mind. But this can only be secured and
maintained in connection with full persuasion and a
definite aim. Unless you say from the heart, ‘ This
one thing I do,’ yon need not look for results worthy
the gifts and powers God has given you.” While the
profession of music is one of the best, from a money
point of view, yet it should not, be gone into from a mer¬
cenary motive, for music demands a whole-hearted
devotion, and will give few prizes *to him who bows to
Mammon.

“ To aim at nothing and hit t
mon in lesson giving. Not on
course be well planned, but each
to accomplish a preconceived purp
understand this and feel the impo
lesson well, so that his teacher ma
plans. The pupil should know th
teacher is mentally reviewing his
sidering wherem he excels and f
what part of a well rounded music
needs special attention, and how
pieces to give and why he should
couragement or restraint is nee
give it the most effectively; what
taste needs further development;
come faults in touch, time, style
tice etc. The teacher who onl
gress thought during the lesson h
tuition than he earns, but whatis w
of valuable help he was purposel
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unpretending and plain, he was an inde
even to blindness. Handel lived mos
city of London, had the patronage of
the public, was an Opera Director, w
write Court and Festival music; we k
family, very little of his social life;
perruqne, and in general the elegant dr
English circle ; grandeur, splendor, an
ciality* characterize his creations; h
profane and sacred Oratorios, few ins
(the most beautiful in his Pianoforte S
dom in time, soulful, tender.
To you Bach is more sympathetic,
written more instrumental works ?
Hot merely on that account (for has
mass of vocal works unspeakably great
Quite true, although I would not wish to have Scar¬ but on account of the qualities before m
latti, Couperin and Rameau undervalued. The first, on not deny, however, that he (Bach) appe
account of his freshness, his humor, and his virtuosity; at hia organ and at his piano.
You are thinking, of course, of the “
in the second I appreciate a highly remarkable, artistic
Clavier?”
nature, and a combatant for higher art aims in an insig¬
You probably know the anecdote of B
nificant epoch in music, especially in his own country ;
who
had a great work to cast for the
the third I esteem as a pioneer and founder of the
French comic opera, who also composed very ingeni- and found himself without material en
he decided to melt all of his models ,in
rasly i r h< j ian >fo
But in England, instrumental music, at least for the the material; in doing so the model
pianoforte, must have developed itself, since its first came to hand; he hesitates ; that, he
it would grieve him too much 1 The
beginnings are discovered there !
There, too, vocal music occupied the foreground, es¬ Clavier is just such a jewel in music.
pecially in madrigals and other choral works, but it is all of Bach’s Cantatas, MotetteB, Mass
as though, with Henry Purcell, this nation had given Passion-Music, were to be lost, and this
expression to everything of which it was capable, for we would not need to despair, music
after him complete silence reigns, and, with the excep¬ destroyed. Now, add to this the Ch
tion of the oratorio and the opera (both styles nourished the Variations, Partiten, Inventions, th
and represented by foreigners), it has so remained to j the Concertos, the Ciaeona, the Piano
natas, and more than all;—his Orga
the present day, when it begins to wake again.
One thing is enigmatical to me—what Shakespeare Can one measure his greatness?
Why does the public then call him
could have heard of music there, in his time, that so
scholar” (Grossen Gelehrten), perso
inspired him with a love for this art?
Is he not the one among poets who expresses himself fugue, and deny that he has soulful fee
From pure ignorance I—It is quite
him in the fugue, aa this form haB in him
* With the exception of the Ambrosian and Gregorian chants, we
am
< tai fcy whether folk onga, bj u t *,. f t llgi- representative; but there is more of
ous texts, became church songs, or the opposite, that church songs, mental cantilena of Bach than in an
by the use of profane text, have become-iolk-songs.
Church Music ever written. Liszt’s sa
f Of the Troubadours, MInne-singera, yes, even of the later Meis-

vogue); in France even longer, as there the. two most
distinguished musicians admired this style, and in it did
really very remarkable work: Couperin and Rameau.
And in Italy ?
There, chqrch music flourished especially, but was
gradually overshadowed by a new style of art which
began to develop itself, viz.: the opera.
In instrn
mental music, with the exception of numerous organists,
only two names.can command our attention, Corelli for
the violin, and D. Scarlatti for the pianoforte.! The
latter called his compositions Sonata, i.
“sounding,”
'’‘played,” but they have,nothing in common with the
later sonata form.
So in instrumental music, and this, if I rightly under¬
stand you, is what alone interests you, we were then
still in a state of infancy ?

teralngera, we know only the literary history, lltHe or nothing of
the music il.
JThe Netherland epoch 1 also reckon aa only a scientific epoch of
the art of music
*
g Compositions written for clavecin, clavichord, * clavicembalo,
virginal, spinett, etc., I designate as written for the pianoforte, as
to-day we can only perform them on this insi rument.
• ■

* Pro
.
reof, the possibility of trai
",i
in
m
ra rl anc
* v* >, at Orat do m
irhtch < a is ell 1
wn, not ae
tn did
wot — h< “Me iah ’ was w . ten in t a .
after that “Samson,” in aa Bliort a time.
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as a rnle, stick at home and despise the country, as they
indiscriminately call everything of smaller size. In ad¬
dition these cities, and specially New York and Boston,
receive an~annual large contingent of European musi¬
cians, chiefly German piano teachers, Italian vocal
teachers, English organists and cosmopolitan concert
singers and pianists, attracted to the modern El Dorado,
who have the advantage of foreign names and more or
less foreign prestige.
The old musicians too seldom die.
Add these all together and you have an immense mass
of struggling, pushing musicians, the vast majority of
whom earn but a precarious livelihood, many subsisting
on a small modicum of faith, a good-sized amount of-hope
and a large dose of charity. If the amount of profes
sional work were divided equally how small an amount
each one would getl Of course ability coupled with
patience tells by slow degrees, and cheek strides more
rapidly to the front, but as a matter of fact there are
always some favorites, some society pets who get all
the well paying work. They are sometimes remarkably
fine musicians or composers and sometimes distinguished
only for their extraordinary facial development. In any
ease they leave only the crumbs to the rest. In such a
lottery the blanks far outnumber the prizes. Yet here,
as in the lottery, the public notices only the successful
ones and ignores the failures. But yon say “ I will be
that successful one.” Be not too sure. “ Know thyself.”
Have yon actually got transcendent ability ? Even with
this, and certainly without it, you will require a deal of
real p . . Hi
you got thiB ?
But there is another point of view from which to look
at the matter. A musician is, after his student days,
largely the constructor of his 'own musical - ability and
standing, and for this the medium-sized place furnishes,
as a rule, the beat opportunities. Reabialent, not bogus,
is always in demand from provincial seminaries and
places. In the city, for every vacancy in church or teach
ing position there are probably upwards of a hundred
applicants and the position la probably allotted at last by

BY HARVEY LEWIS WIC

Much is being said about the s
musician, and the public is often c
us below doctors, lawyers and other
and yet the word “musician” is l
charlatan before the average Americ
musician prevent himself from bein
empirics? Would the various preca
tect other callings, avail here ?
No lawyer can practice without h
to the bar, and yet there are bad la
clan is responsible for the innocuous
tions, and yet there are bad physician
ells willow It iv si r tea ( fit « x »b
that such leaveB are quite as wholes
herb), is liable to airest, and yet adu
But still, not so common as it would b
Health. Quacks would be more num
were not required of the physician.
the institution of the bar for better la
otherwise have. If government can
a partial protection to these prof
reason why it should riot do the sam
is no reason why we should not
Musicians.” I believe the time is c
will exact some proof of compete
titioners of every profession; but y
little to hope from protective legisla
more difficult to detect fraud in art
So much easier to keep poison from
mind and heart.
■
"
Bat do yon say there is no poisoni
only a little adulteration, at the wor
no one, with a meagre general educ
edge whatever of the principles of
“professor of muBic?” Have yo
acquaintances any who give les
having earnestly studied, and, who
performers themselves? These are
destroyers of artistic life.

of her practice on something which she cannot do with- i
out taking care, and yet which she can perfectly well drawings of the new edition of “ Tou
i
understand and see the need of care in doing. This now in press.
From
a
somewhat
extended
experi
will be the Mason arpeggios on the diminished chord,
who
have
studied
the
Mason
exercise
with the changes and the application of rhythm. There
is absolutely no other form of exercise possible to men¬ and oiherwise, and the general obse
tion which yon can so easily teach a pupil and make nary music teaching for some years
her entirely comprehend it, and at the same time com¬ to think that a rigid wrist is at the fou
plicate in a way which will oblige her to keep her atten¬ bad playing than any other single ele
tion fixed upon what she is doing. In the beginning It is absolutely indispensable for the
with meters of four or eight, the accentuation will occupy musical quality of tone, that the entire p
her attention. Aa soon as she has mastered this a new from the shoulder to the tips of the
change will bring something to keep her absorbed. elastic and responsive position.
Then the meters of six and nine and the rotation forms
ADVANTAGES OF SUMMEE MU
ae feral ,* mgei are pla ed in iceession
If y >t
can secure^.fifteen or twenty minutes a day practice on
BY H. A. KELSO, JR.
, est
pe> g Of t . fora a ji d c i isly . ml p - 1 wi
reference to giving her just enough new things to do'tpi
It is a universal fact that people w
keep her busy and. not enough to discourage her, more from contact with others following a
than half of your battle will already have been gained, same subject will gradually drift into a
because the quality of her attention, as well as the own, which is often very detrimental
mastery of the keyboard, will constantly improve.
g o ..-"i and dev< op n mt.
On the other side, you will have to find some kind of
It is also true that a majority of you
a piece which interests her so much that she will take are just so situated. They are occupied n
pride in playing it well. It will be impossible for me to of the year with teaching in seminaries
mention such a piece, because I dp not know the pupil. private teaching, and as a consequence
PerhapB there is something that some other girl plays as t b t rfere :r: usl will tl
own
which will interest her. You must do the best you can
To this class particularly is the s
at this point. I have in my repertory a certain number blessing. Usually the school is located
of pieces which I always give to pupils in the third or resort, whe?fe beautiful scenery and
fourth grade, who are too careless to play well. They breezes stimulate the energy and en
are selections which, I have found by long experience, digest much more th&n when the sur
scarcely ever fail to please a pupil in the crude state, congenial ; besides, all brain worker
which one must be in to manifest the combination of what is more restful than an entire c
faults you mention. One of the very best of these, 6and climate atm';.;.;.;
?
y':;fY}-; ::y.yy..? v'k yyyv:-:'p.■■’■■■■
having in it, also, some excellent practice for tonch, is
Energetic managers have foreseen
Karl Merz’ arrangement of “ Thou Art So Near And majority, and have engaged the forem
Yet So Par”. Anothek, still cruder than this, is Karl musical profession to devote a mont
Merz’ waltz, “ Pearl* of the Sea”. If the pupil is a valuable time daring the summer to
good deal finer, the Chopin waltz in D flat might answer, wants. Of course, all teachers under
op. 64. Anothei rery pretty piece of about ' e same i ance of being in a musical atmosphe

Now, the error into which you fell, I dare say, was
one of two opposite characters, for I have had just the
same trouble a hundred times with pupils, and have
actually thought that seemingly intelligent young ladies
were, temporarily afflicted with softening of the brain.
Let me see if I can tell you what they did. Here is one
class of mistakes. They play the notes as if they were
written in one hand f, and in the other hand a sixteenth,
a dotted eighth, and an eighth; that is to say, they
begin promptly together, but then bring the second note
of the three very quickly after its first note, and the
second note of the two somewhat slower, whereas the
quick transition, the little jerk, so to say, in the rhythm,
is between the second note of the three and the second
note of the two. To express it another way, it is a kind
-of limp, at least it Bounds so as you play it Blowly, and
the second note of the two, that is, the second regular
note, should come in behind the second note of the three
very quickly, as if it had lost a step and were trying to
catch up, or as if it had stumbled. Be very particular
and cautious about this point.
The other mistake which possibly you made also was
at the opposite extreme. You probably put two of your
triplet notes against the first of the even notes and then
brougl
he tl
ot
and tl
second
regular eighth together, thus making s sound as if your
triplet were a regular triplet, while the other two eighths
were practically a quarter and an eighth tripleted.
What other possibility of blunder there can lie in this
■ - !
posit!
- ho ly
loss to
imagine. Putting three against four, or six against eight,
which
ict 1 ,
sai
• iinj
1 > 1, an effect
very fr .
t
... .... 1
,
equent
with Beethoven and many other classical masters, I
admit to be a little harder, but it is simply the same
thing j
•
rhe
1 w
1 be thi
■
ach
group, the group of triplet eighths, we will say, and the
group of four sixteenths, with the two first notes very
precisely together, so that the opening of the group
could Jie distinctly marked, then alternate the remaining

The ideal teacher (by the way, wh
ideal pupil) will, first of all, measure a
and previous attainments, and with
know, not only what, but how m
the pupil and have it appreciated
Giving too much is pretty sure to cre
the pupil an antipathy to the lesson an
thiB applies as truly to prodigality of
lessons.
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*

*
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*

*

How unfortunate it is that the ge
to discriminate between the difference
inclination and education that go to m
hand the artist, the player, and on the
the teacher. I speak now of those w
have not been gifted with the genius
extremes.
The teacher is nothing if not of an
mind, and withal, must have good de
planatory abilities, in short, must ha
education, and know how to use it. O
while the general education is as ne
muBt have the synthetical powers
But rarely do the analytic and the sy
hand in hand. How foolish it is, then
must teach well because they can play
because they can teach well.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

It would be a peculiar sign board th
from its position and proceed to take
you sought; and a peculiar grind-ston
to cut your lumber. The office of th
show the way, and of the stone to sh
instruments. Just so with the teache
point ©at the most desirable path to
way, or, as it were, to sharpen their
do good work in the world. ■
The sign-board is not judged by
stone by the sharpneBB of its edge.

laborious position of any kind are completely overcome, .make two successive liftings, besides
There must be an entirely easy and restful poise, and a would
wonlc occasion with the close con
nes.
condition which' will insure the ability to raise each finger tones
Mr. Leckner.—Yes, when the pu
with its awn strength, however weak it may be, the
Mr
action commencing at the third hand or knuckle-joint fact that the finger clings to one key
acting as a hinge attaching the finger to the hand. At sounding of the next, ask him to
first all the fingers to rest passively on the keys, the act sudden lifting of one finger at the ve
of raising the first finger used and striking the next key drops, not strikes. But, why first cr
with the next finger to be simultaneous, so as to insure a super-legato and then cure it?
the closest possible eorinection of the two tones without pupil, very especially children, for a
a trace of their sounding together. The greatest care of the legato and non-legato effect.
must be taken to guard against undue effort resulting in from a “ super-legato ” to a “ legato
lapsing into any kind of rigidity whatever during this a “non-legato,” or even “semi-sta
legato practice, when taking first all the fingers in groups legato.”
of two, three and four, then all, five successively. It is
Question 8.—Should the hand b
of course understood, that each finger is to hold its key above the keys, the finger falling fro
up to the moment of striking with the next finger the without a preliminary upward move
next key, the fingers to be curved joints outwardly, tion for the stroke ?
except those attaching them to the hand, which ought
Answer—Mr. Virgil.—Yes; the h
to be slightly depressed, and the keys to be touched ported a little above the keys, the f
with the portion of the finger to the firBt joint coming touch the keys barely steadying the
down perpendicularly or nearly so. After this mode of must not be burdened by the weig
legato playing has been acquired, the fingers should be Action wholly from the first or knu
held in the same position without resting upon the keys, should be no sudden upward jerki
and just a little raised so as not to touch the keys, and preparation for the stroke.
the practice continued the same as when resting upon
Mr. Wolsieffer.—The hands shou
the keys.
. pended above the keys, but the fa
Answer—Mr. Leckner.—In slow “legato” practice without raising them would not affo
of a beginner, the hand should be as passive as possible. insure the proper development of p
The pressure of it upon the finger holding a key down tion, and would indace a labored b
firmly would result in injuring its right position. The must be avoided with beginners, fo
band should not assist in the raising of the fingers,-for recommend the 'means used by a
the shorter the lever, the more reliable, exact and rapid training the touch with a special vie
its motion. The first few days of practice hold down
Mr. Leckner.—No; with beginne
one key a “ mite ” beyond the percussion, or better the have the fingers rise above the knuc
sounding of the next, thereby securing a super-legato, a finger motion, little needed and c
which will be easily abandoned for a ^true” legato, a8 life pursuits, and yet very essentia
the power of observation and discrimination grows and tone production.
the pupil recognizes the Blight lapping over of sounds.
Question 4.—Should the finger c
The attack and abandonment of the keys Bhould be of its three joints and so pull rather
effected by quick, sudden, finger motions, made at long key?

Wanted, more pupils who will not make every light
illness or slight accident an excuse for neglecting practice.
Wanted, more pupils who will ask questions about a
lesson uritU they fully understand every part of it.
Wanted, more pupils and patrons who will take the
trouble to say a good word for their favorite music
teacher.
Wanted, more pupils who will patiently learn a piece,
even if it does not please their fancy, before they allow
themselves to become prejudiced against it; who will trust
their teacher’s judgment sooner than their own.
Wanted, pupils who have faith enough in the power of
habit to patiently do perfect work until correct habits
are established.
Wanted, more pupils who for the sake of becoming
good musicians by and by will patiently do good work
now.
Wanted, less pupils who fail to conquer their dislike!
of study, and sit at the instrument wasting their time
instead of doing faithful practice.
Wanted, many good amateurs of muBic who will
organize and conduct musical societies for self-improve¬
ment by the Btudy of musical history, biography and
literature and the compositions of the great masters.
Wai
and work upon he fact
that by the daily mastery of some technical point and
by overcoming some passage, they will in time become
musicians. “Houses are made by placing one brick at
a time.”
Wanted, more pupils w|io have self-control enough to
constantly hold themselves up to their ideal.
Wanted
1<
<
for piec
hat are
Bevera! grades too hard for them.
Wanted, more pupils who will practice from interest
and a feeling of duty rather than neglect it; for games,
ft flic or indolent e.
Wanted, less pupils who are constantly seeking complimei - :
- iati<
Wanted, more parents who always speak well of their
music teacher in the pupiPg presence.
. . ■

one s form of expression, as final, h
,
good performers bat ent.eelly, elw
hoven sonata, as you conceive it—
, . . . . .
x,
.
may. In the first instance there is a
■ft
,
.. a
f
rn
in the second a certainty or it. I
,
..
.
. .
. *' j1
have the merit of truth and spontan
.ho Arhin/r
x,.
,Knr, n r» lmitnfinn
. .x x.
. .
be nothing bat
an imitation, nand H
d
Don’t be afraid of making a mist
being one.
Be suggestive in your playing; leav
listener. The keenest intellectual d
highest spiritual attainment comes,
ing another’s idea, but from a develo
The way may be indicated, the goal
footsteps must be taken by the trav
be sure that you know the way, be c
If you have the lightest indecision
in your own mind, your playing w
nothing more.
Let your work be expressive of
first have the conviction. Your th
speech if it is to live. Mankind ca
a lukewarm effort. Your thought,
or performer, will be clear to yours
as you feel its purity, its truth, and
just jn proportion as you let its trut
its own form of expression.
Think of music as a message fr
human, and then go to nature for a l
there you will find all truth first sim
its growth, its development, the
applies it, it beeoMe. cotaple* aad d
and make complex is to give form.
Be aB critical of your own inter
composition, as you are of ,another’
.j
c . .. .
. ,
a new idea of truth m yonr mind,
of it must come as a patent of its
tion of its infinity, of its nnlimited
inability to express even what y
reverence for the thought that exh
that yo l car :z ha i it desert < s n n 3

Ih
> ;r the tool the g iter mn t b r’’' - ' in its as they furnish it no food for
using; so we might say, the less technical ability one purely technical and are practic
If the same amount of techn
has tl moi mns be ;1 3
nt on g . n 5
fhn i .
decide that the study of technic must be kept in advance, use of exercises which can be
if possible, of the intellectual or musical. To do this all, thus doing away with the t
successfully is one of the requirements of a first-class exertion of reading new studie
teacher. To accomplish this by the prevalent method we have taken a Btep forward
of 6tude practice will consume three-fourths of the will say, is not the pupil c
allotted time for practice. So 'we find that we devote read while he is doing this?
three hours out of every four to the study of something twelve-year-old boy learning to
which will be of no practical benefit, except to keep the ! time poring over the pages
tool dressed and ready for work. Yon say, this is riec- : novel? Cannot hiB time be be
easary, and without the preparatory work we cannot good literature? Cannot the
1 >1 ,
>e 11< to g e an i iatic performs ice of my better employed in studying
piece of music, no matter how intellectual we may be, works of our best writers, both
or how much love we may have for the beautiful. True;
Schumann, I think it was, w
but if, through any means, we can do more and better study music—study music.11
technical work in one hour than we formerly accom- versation regarding piano studi
plished in three, thus having three hours for the study no Etudes; those of Liszt an
of music (as four hours at the piano is the usual amount may also state that Raif uses
of time daily given by the average student), who will Touch and Technic,” and it
dare say that America is not soon destined to lead the opinion that the day for the s
musical world in point of pianoforte teaching?
6tudes is past.
Mr. Klauser, of Milwaukee, is credited with telling
Another very valuable additi
the Germans last summer that it would not be twelve is “Measure and Rhythm,” b
years before the Germans would be coming to America this little book I have found th
to study music.
paratively little practice, and
The majority of piano pupils and the public at large time, learns to play the scales
are so wedded to everything European that it is a diffi- in broken rhythm, with the co
“calt" matter'for~an~American to advance'an idea ob paring the pupil in advance
pianoforte playing, arid especially the mechanical side measure which he will be like
of it, and receive recognition.
All this iB done so gradually th
Mr. Mathews says: “ Contrary to the general impres- tively good reader before he is
sion among amateurs and the uninformed musical public,
With young pupilB I use Macd
the management and administration of the celebrated ody Playing,” to be followed b
foreign conservatories is not in advance of good Ameri¬ —a compilation of the easy pi
can, teaching, while in many respects- it is far inferior. Dussek, Lichner, etc. Afte
The great qpnaervatories are in ruts—the same ruts Studies,” by Heller, which are
where they have been for a generation.
opus numbers 46, 46, and 47.
1 The higher art of piano playing in Germany has never Mathews’ “ Phrasing, ” in two
*<

j

Ans.—Exhort him vigorously; or be
of Music and Musicians, Tone Masters, Life of Bee¬
trive to get him interested in measuring
thoven, Chopin and other Musical Essays, Great Com¬
tones in counts. You’ll have to depend
posers. For general musical reading in self-improve¬
tact and ingenuity ; nobody can help yon
ment : Music ‘'■Study in Germany, Music and Morals,
My Musical Memories, Musical Mosaics, How to Under¬
WHAT SHALL THE PLAYER E
stand Music—two volumes, Music and Culture, Chats
with Music Students, Music Life, Rubinstein’s Conver¬
BY ERNST HELD,
sation, Piano and Song, Principles of Expression, and
Musical Sketches.
C. W. L.
Although many reputed musicians
Ques.—Why does not the cornet and piano “ cord” above expression, asserting that instr
when played together, playing the same notes, as for produces in the listener only vague
instance, the Serenade of Schubert ?
b. g.
emotions, either of sadness or joy, de
Ans.—The Cornet with a crook in C doeB “cord,” languor or endeavor, depression or stri
but if an E fiat cornet the melody has to he transposed. there are others, equally reputed, who
Corneti8ts understand this, and all, good players of the instrumental music is a language, definite,
instrument can transpose at* sight.
C. W. L.
more subtile than the spoken or writte
Ques.—Is there a journal published in the interests of descriptions, situations, surroundings, d
the violin ?
m. p. j.
tions, personal aimB, actions, achieveme
Ans.—The Leader, published by Jean White, 226 Whilst the former class consider and
Washington Street, Boston. But this journal also gives merely according to its scientific cons
much space to band instruments.
C. W. L.
simple motives, development into phras
Ques.—Please give the title of the best method for introduction of aide motives, transition a
beginners.
D.
due regard to artistic form and tone co
Ans.—“ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” by W. S, B.
nents, without allowing trespass upon the
Mathews, is the best work for young pupilB the writer
sition, harmony, form, and rhythm, insis
has ever seen. '
C. W. L.
poser had a definite image, an idea, situa
Ques.—Why do so many women give up music after
and
action in his mind in producing his “
leaving school ?
s. w..
To
recognize in humbleness and since
Ans
Eithei
l interest in
isic, or
which
the composer may have seen and B
more likely, they are not gopd readers,, and are not
porate in hiB music and to interpret it acc
sufficiently advanced in what goes to make a musician
as well m a player, to make music reading line! practice business of the conscientious player,
easy t..
th
ards, the]
poorly has endeavored to do so, not alone for h
and know
littl
hat it takes tion, but for the benefit of his pupils.
Students are asked to play with exp
too much time to learn a piece after they Ere busy with
being advised what to express; to play
the active affairs of Life.
"
C. W. L.
strictly in time or in tempo rnbato, increas
Ques.—Will you please explain the difference between
the French, German, and American Sixths,
Of what or diminish and retard^ without the sha
intervals are they formed?
A Subscriber
why to do so. Such mechanical perform
Ans.—I have not at hand any book which describes it may conform to the dynamic marks of t
these chords under the numes you mention. The names is like unto a sermon by a young stude

tice, especially in holding them up to a sufficient amount
of technical work- Order a package and try them. The
new edition now on sale contains space for charging
sheet mnsic orAyriting special directions for the pupil’s
practice.. Price twenty five cents for a package of
twenty-five.

the leading teachers and musicians. A
being formed for its manufacture, and it
market in time for the fall trade. In a
we will give a full description of the inven

All players and singers have been ann
times with flying sheets of music when t
page in haste, and it iB no uncommon t
We present our subscribers with a popular Pour Hands
pages of a piece mixed or lost. This can
piece in the music pages of The Etude "this issue. It
by the “B” Adhesive Tablets, which b
will prove a valuable teaching piece.
small piece of music perfectly. Price 10
Below will be found an easy way to get some desir¬
able works that every musical person Bhould own.
o Almost anything is easy when one’s mind is made np to
undertake it.
Think who of your friends would be
interested and benefited by reading The Etude, and
then try to secure them as subscribers and the books as
a pi mium.
For two subscribers we will give any three of the fol¬
lowing :—
Advice to Students, A. W. Borst. Price 10.cents.
Pupils’ Lesson Book. 10 cents.
Graded Course of Study for the Cabinet Organ. 10 cents.
Juvenile Examination Questions. Church. 10 cents.
Fifty Practical Questions. Borst. 6 cents.
Methods of Study, C. A. Macirone. (Full of valuable
ad ice.) 10 cents.
j
For Two subscribers we will give any two of the following:—
:i
\
The Game of Musical Authors. Price 36 cents.
What Shall we Play. Reinecke. 26 cents.
Teaching and Teaching Reforms. Parsons and Sternberg. Ah cents.
Nature of Harmony. Riemann. 25 cents.
Elementary Piano Instruction. Hennes.
16 cents.
Allegrando. Musical Game. 50 cents.
For Two subscribers, any one of the following:—
I’ll Sing You a Little Song. (Fine steel engraving for
framing.) 60 cents.
Whys and Wherefores of Music. H. S. Vining. 60 cents.
Piano Teaching. Le Conppey. (Valuable book.) 60
cents.
Harmonic Motati a
Waite. 60 cents.
Class and Account Book. 60 cents.

Ou'a edition of “Selected Songs Wi
&|endelsBohn, will be mailed to those wh
• net d irdera i . ut the
m< t n< I lat th
issue of The Etude. This iB a supe
many particulars, for it contains copi
annotations by C. B. Cady, new and imp
in accordance with recent ideas of inte
critical helps and explanations of all ob
Nineteen numbers of the work appear in t
those that are most popular and valuab
original collection. No further advance
special reduction will be received for thi
advertisement on front cover.
TESTIMONIALS. -

“Chats with Music Students,” by:Th
1. am delighted with, and shall urge my p
all, to buy a copy. It is replete with inf
able to teachers and students, and should
in every library in the land. It is the w
thoroughly conversant with the subje
therein, and is an indispensable addition
literature; is neat, carefully compiled, a
aid both teacher and student.
Mas.
Received The Etude all right. I m
admire The Etude very much. I think t
is the greatest paper published in thiB coun
f think I have a share in the criticism of
tare, m I take fourteen musical periodic
hold The Etude in the highest eBteem.
Very respectfully, '
Edgar

Hand Playing, Book n.

Grade II...

Twenty-two pages of the best easy four-hand music,
^—selected for the development of taste, sight reading,
and correctness of time. The second® part Is of about
the same grade as the primo. The composers are
Reine<
, Low Ga 1 % St 11
1 W
r, . h »■
horn, etc.

1179. MoszkowsM, M. Germany, Op. 23,
No. 2. Grade VII. ....
One of the finest of modern compositions. Beauti¬
ful in melody and rich in harmony. A fine concert
piece and a superior one for teaching purposes.

1180. Bryant, Gilmore W. Absence and ,
Presence. Song1 for Soprano or
Tenor. Oompass, middle O to A
flat above the staff, or G as a
choice note. Grade IV...
Words and music are beautiful. It isa superior con¬
cert song of the beat order. A good piece for study,
for but few of Us notes go to the extremes of the
•voice’s compass.
"

1181. Oheeaewright, P. H. My True Love
Hath my Heart. Duet for Alto
and Tenor. Grade III..
A good duet for home or concert use. The parts are
easy and the compass medium.

Gade, N. W. Scherzo
Op, IS', No. 2. Grade

' .

len).

One of this celebrated composer’s beat pieces for
teaching and home use. It calls Ear good work from
the left hand. Facile finger work Is demanded.

( Beethoven. Allegretto from 7th
iir« <
Symphony, Simplified.
‘ | Haydn. Andante from Surprise
■ ~ Symphony. (Theme.) Grade I..

\
f
(
J

Two charming pieces for beginners. The Beethoven
.‘A wrist or hand touch practice, and
the Haydn piece gives practice In the clear and legato
delivery of a melody.

1184. Jungmann, A. By Moonlight. Op.
314, No. 2. Grade III.....................
A captivating melody. This piece gives superior
practice for the study of the clinging touch and for
bringing out a met dy clearly above Its accompani¬
ment. A fine piece for muslcales or home playing.

( Onkel.Ting. TheOuckoo’s'l
1186 J Onkel,Ting. Tyroieseand ( Grade 1

1

I

Delightful little melodies for beginners. Will be
appreciated by teachers as furnishing something really
good of the first grade, and by pupils its being plesuilng
and decidedly interesting.

1186. Behr, F. Will o* the Wisp. Op. 809,
No. 2. Grade .....
Hot only a pleasing and Interesting little gem, bat

wnlnehL

Ji

—J

All

A fin exhi 1 • on pie esf
te 11 ;an and annot sd by
1195. Richards, Brinley. E
III .
Arranged by Charles W. Lan
effective and charming Beed O
private or public use. Introduce
effect.
35 1196. Mine. Invocation.
A fine piece for home or church
arranged fi>r the Beed Organ b
This piece is a choice gem.
1197. Rossini. . Cujus Anim
Arranged for the Reed Organ b
with expression and annotation
of Rossini's popular classic ma
piece Brilliant et not difficult
85 1198. Gurlitt. Idylle. Grad
Annotated by Charles W, Lan
Introduce some of the special ef
the Beed Organ. This piece is u
'
1199. Lysberg. The Fount
I la beautifu >inpos tlon Isar
for the Beed Organ by Charles
manner as to fully bring out its
80
able for home or church use,
1200. Ldchner.. Mattie’s Po
No. 2. Grade II
Arranged and annotated for
Charles W. Landon. This is a b
piece calling for some special e
practice.
1201. Mozart.
Gloria.
F
Mass. Grade IV
Arranged and annotated for
Charles W. Landon. This reno
liantly yet not difficultly adapte
fur exhibition and festival use.
1202. Zeieberg, F. J. Baga
A bright and effective piece
young player*
:i
1203. Hollander, A. Marc
Fully annotated and with an e
renowned pianist and musifilan,
ThiB is. one of his choicest conc
perb composition for public use,

100

1204. Kavanagh, Ignatius.
Op. 3. Grade V
•
A brilliant piece for good am
pupils. Especially fine for publi
valuable practice points,
1205. Goldrter, W, Solitude
IV .....
A beautiful piece end valuab
...
Makes a fine piece for playing in
1206. Beudow, Wm. TOte
Grade II....
A bright little piece for teach
>
some valuable praottee in touch a
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This foUo is without spring hack or ornamental w
foUo in doth, with three strings to tie the open en
Address
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FIVE WALUABLE PAiPH
IStls. EDITION.
Votes and ISemarfes by snch Musicians as Me.
Who. Mason, Me. Warn. BS. SBaeewood,
Me.. Albert IS. UPaesom®, ate..

It ia oohoise ; it is exhaustive; it ia endorsed by most
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of
commendation of it have been received from the most
pi >mine
_ usici <- i
m »re than twe i j d fferent
States. It is adopted as a btandabd -work in most of
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬
bossed, $1.00$ in Board covers, 7.6 centB, and in paper
covers, 00 cents. Address

“On Teaching and Teaching Reform.” By A. It
Constantin Sternberg.
“What Shall we Play, or Magical Education in
Letters to & Lady Friend. By Carl Belneck
by John Rehmann,..
“ Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pap
Hennea,...
“ Advice to Yeung Stndents of Pianoforte.” A colle
SO rules for beginners. By Albert W. Bor
"Method ol Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. M
The JFlwe sent by Mall Jtor
Address Publisher,
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Lessons in Musical History,
BY

JOHN COMB’OET jPELIiMOE®.

MUSIC AND MUS

The only Complete Enoyeiopgsd
the English Languag

Bound in handsome Brown Cloth, Gilt Top®,
sold only in complete seta. This new edition in

Price for 5 Volumes, (Including In
Price for Index,
...»

Price $1.60, postpaid.

Address,

A comprehensive outline of musical history from the
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬

THEO. PRESSER,
1704 Chestnu

PHILAD

tutions.
Address Publisher,

or,

Theodore Pbesser,
1704 Oh estout Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by Genius, Success in Profession
any number of players. The object of the game is to
Musical Philosophy, MubIc
impress on the mind of the players the important events
Heart, Sanctity of Mnsic,
id the lives of 48 composers and musicians.
to Pupils, Philosophy
.j
.
'
Plea for MuBic, Va
■ Adores Publisher,
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1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Memor

Music, Harmony
ion, Expression

The work b alike Indispensable
both it offers valuable advice and enc
200 pages and la printed in moat exce

The very best sayings on musical topics, chosen
from the highest rank of

These books contain ab
by the best standard and
M fed fPec^ly « r the
and style similar to the Pe
Volumes are a desirable su
mw
'
organ method, the pieces b
VI. Discount to teachers.
JSvery"teacher—every student—should own Physical
•
SesaloS, Instructive, practical, interesting and fasciT C'{3 H Cl El @ Cl Cl
AilTUfl'RQ ■
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ka a. presentation volume it cannot bo excelled.
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Z3ST FOUR SOOIKSr
PART
PART
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S.—The Tv.'O-Finqei* Exercises.
°
-

In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing
•
Methods

—The Scales Rhythmically Treated.

PART III.-Arpeaqios Rhythmically Treated.

. studio, 8 Enoiid Ave.,

-
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Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Slg. Antonio San

THEO. PRESSER, Publisher,
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

for Teachers

From the Von Btilow Edition.

IPROGE S3S.S©=

FBiliiL¥ SeilW®.

LIBERAL BEDUCTlOfJ TO THE PROFESSION.

The Volume contains the choicest of the Von Billow
editions, which are published in sheet form, in four
books. This abridged edition can be used in most canes
for the complete work. Only the most-difficult and un¬
important ones have been eliminated.
Address Publisher.
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GEO. F. MOOT, President.
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Boot’s New Course in Voice Culture and H
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school yeaT
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FOR RAPIDLY GAINING TH

K

The inadequate results from technical exer

'

the great barrier to a proper advancement, ir p
,

''T^THE-

,

1

‘ .Science, having, investigated this
subject, has discovered and can-explain

STUDENT’S 1'EOHHIOOH.

the reasons of such uneconomical re-

PRIOB S1S'

suits, and can now supply at a cheap
cost a better and more direct process

for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand.

•

Employed by eminent pianists in their teaching, and for their own personal use.

Hundreds of teachers testify that it is invaluable to both them-

selves and their pupils.
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teaching, all piano players should make themselves acquainted with its principles

^

Blew Designs, styles Mo. 25.
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LIFE SIZE, 22 x SB INCHES.

Price $1.00. Postage and. Tube* 10 fits.
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak.

'

Extra.
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Packed to go by Express at purchaser’s charge.

The following are now ready:—

BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT.

WAGNEB, HANDEL, CHOPIN,
' LISZT,

'

OTHBBB TO IFOLIjOW.

The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬
tion wherever introduced.. The former price for these
was $4.60 each, without frame.
Suitable for the most

Factories s Brand Rapids and Muskegon, Mich
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIV
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The whys and
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special
There are few really good collectio
and beautiful Reed Organ Effects are fully illustrated.

^end for a Sample Copy,

|1704 Chestnut^St.,'Philadelphia, Pa,
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structive music. This album will b
supplying a need with most teache
pieces intended to form the taste of t
are closely fingered and edited. We
the collection cannot be excelled
pieces.
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tor everv new

.-.-gf-, subscriber to “ North American Homos.’* Our
&&' family journal is a monthly publication consisting of
18 pages, filled with the best literature of the day,
J3gi| ^ some Qf the best authors, and is worthy of the
IpIss! great^expense
great expense we are_
are doing for it. 'Eight
Eij
years ago
,
,
tu6
a Or /e World
*** * ”had* only about 16,000 daily Cir~
the Nero York
dilation; to-day it has over 800,000,
obtained b judicious advertisement and a lavish
. ... This- was
.—.cbtnincdby
expenditure of money. What the
" N.
-- ) -. world
•
~ propi
prietor of the
has accomplished we feel confix
dent of doing ourselves. We have
■ -a
- la
iarge capital to draw upon, and the handsome premium
we are giving you will certainly give U3
the
large:
U3 the largest circulation of any paper in the world. The
money we are spending now among
- ~ our Bubscril*
—->ers will soon come back to us in increased cir—
culapon and advertisements. TI.„
C.„,
I
The Crayon
Portrait we will hove made for you will be executhdby the largest association of artists In
" this
““l: cil
city. Their work is among the finest made, anti v>«r
guarantee you an artistic Portrait and a perfect likeness to the original. There is nothing
more useful as well as ornamental than a Ihandsome framed Crayon Portrait of yourself or any
member of your family; therefore this
-1 is a chance in a lifetime to get one already framed'
and ready to hang in your parlor
*
absolutely
free of charge.

c SEAD THE rOLLOWnTO 0B Aim 30 MIS' Off IBs
a
dJad
Pomai? in o
ohr^;

Y

subscription to “ North American Homes,” and Bend us also
baguerrotype oh yourself or any member of your family, living or
u ,
a? artistic half life aixe Crayon Portrait,7and put the
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VOICES, SACBED,(8vo).
SAC3RED (8vo).
A h, h] approved edition and ondoraed b
Foote, Arthur.
20 nent artiaU
r. Benedicite Omnia Opera.......—
Opera..
16
G. W. Chadwick, E. A. McDowell, A. M. D
Magnificat,t, and Nunc Dimitris.
16
r. p
i o NlelaW.Gade, Fr. Gernahelni, Alex. Gullman
Venite. In
C-..
12
■.
I* McFarren, Aj C. Mackenzie, William Maso
Benedictus.
Eb.
is. In hiP
...
08 Reinecke,Dr.Hugo Biqmahn, Moritz Eosent
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MIXED VOICES, SECULAR.
MacDowell, E. A. Barcarole. For mixed voices
and pianoforte, 4 hands...In Press_
The same, voice parts only, 8vo...Ins Press
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Foote, Arthur. Bedouin Song. With piano acc. In Press
Pache, Johannes. Moonrise ..
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